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24OctOctober 24, 2022
Free Packaging Audit With Packnet

Packnet2022-10-24T23:05:46-05:00Have you ever thought about your current packaging solutions? At Packnet, we provide a free packaging audit to organizations wanting to review their current and future packaging needs.
What is a packaging Audit?
A packaging audit is where our team evaluates your current packaging solutions and identifies potential improvements and suggestions on...

By PacknetBlog

Read more...
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31MarMarch 31, 2022
What Does ISO Compliance Mean and Why Are We Moving Towards It?

Wess Grimm2022-03-31T17:55:39-05:00“Packnet Ltd. is committed to providing exceptional Quality in Manufacturing, Sales, and Support in both our services and products. We do this by ensuring compliance with all applicable regulatory requirements, actively engaging in Continuous Improvements, and striving for ultimate customer satisfaction in every department. Everybody Owns Quality!” Packnet Quality Policy.
The...

By Wess GrimmBlog

Read more...
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25FebFebruary 25, 2022
Lumber and Panel Market Update: Where We’re at Today and How We Got Here

Carter Masek2022-02-28T15:20:23-05:00Since the beginning of the New Year, US lumber and panel prices have trended up after falling from the record-breaking highs of 2021. Historically, the beginning of the year tends to be a less volatile time in the market. As Spring approaches and temperatures begin to warm, demand typically increases...

By Carter MasekBlog, News Release

Read more...
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22JunJune 22, 2021
Lumber market coming down? Not so fast….

Packnet2021-06-22T21:22:38-05:00As lumber prices skyrocketed over the past year, the extreme cost of wood firmly established itself as the subject of memes and headlines across online social and news outlets.  When "dead trees" become, according to Dustin Jalbert, an economist at Fastmarkets, the "hottest commodity on the Planet" (The Atlantic) and...

By PacknetExport Crating, Industrial Packaging, Manufacturing

Read more...
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01MarMarch 1, 2021
Corrugated Fiberboard Packaging – 2021 Price & Availability Impacted

Packnet2021-03-02T14:49:51-05:00As we recently explained in a post on the plastic market, we at Packnet are acutely aware of the market volatility impact across several packaging-related commodities.  From wood to plastics, production slowdowns and material shortages are up against unprecedented demand from manufacturing, construction, and consumers, particularly as buying habits shift...

By PacknetIndustrial Packaging, Manufacturing, News, News Release

Read more...
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01MarMarch 1, 2021
Plastic Packaging – 2021 Price & Availability Impacted

Packnet2021-03-02T14:41:59-05:00As a custom packaging supplier, one of the things that has made us successful is our ability to use a variety of materials to meet each customer's needs.  But, sitting here, in the new world normal of 2021, we're seeing that breadth and depth of products from a more challenging...

By PacknetIndustrial Packaging, Manufacturing, News, News Release, Uncategorized

Read more...
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20JanJanuary 20, 2021
Q1/Q2 2021 Lumber Market – Continued Volitivity

Packnet2021-01-20T16:00:26-05:00While "unprecedented" was the word of 2020, it appears that we will not be able to quickly abandon it coming into 2021.  Particularly in regards to the lumber market.After a brief drop this fall, prices are again shooting up. Supply continues to be squeezed due to pandemic-related closures and slowdowns...

By PacknetManufacturing, News

Read more...
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14AugAugust 14, 2020


2020 Lumber Market Impact on Wood Packaging

Packnet2020-08-14T20:06:36-05:00"Unprecedented" is readily becoming the word of the year for 2020.  The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted all aspects of our lives.The lumber market is not exempt from these effects.It all started with curtailment during the first stages of the pandemic here in the United States. Following that came the historic...

By PacknetManufacturing, News

Read more...
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22JulJuly 22, 2020
ISPM 15 for Wood Packaging- What you need to know

Packnet2020-08-27T20:19:08-05:00The International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures 15 was developed to prevent the transport of disease and insects through wood packaging materials (WPM) shipped between countries. It affects wood packaging materials, including dunnage, pallets, and crates. The wood must be debarked, heat-treated or fumigated, and then stamped or branded with a...

By PacknetExport Crating

Read more...
03AprApril 3, 2020
Critical Business and Packaging

Packnet2020-04-03T20:34:22-05:00The Department of Homeland Security issued guidance on "Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers", as executed by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA).The nature of businesses across the United States are varied, so this guidance provides direction to help local agencies and communities determine which businesses are critical for uninterrupted domestic...

By PacknetBlog, Industrial Packaging, Manufacturing

Read more...
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About Us
We are a custom packaging solutions provider, specializing in a variety of products and packaging services for industrial and OEM applications.






About Packnet LTD
Packnet Ltd. began in 1987 as a privately owned, entrepreneurial-driven company, providing basic shipping and crating services. More than three decades later, we are now a regional leader in producing engineered custom and industrial packaging solutions.
Learn More About Packnet
Join the Packnet Team


Contact Us
	 Address: 14400 Southcross Drive West, Burnsville, MN 55306
	 Phone: (952) 944-9124
	 Email: [email protected]
	 Working Days/Hours:  
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